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Abstract. The coprime array provides the possibility of 
resolving more signals than the sensors for the direction-
of-arrival (DOA) estimation application. However, the 
non-consecution of its virtual array raises challenges for 
making full use of the degree of freedom (DOF). In this 
paper, we propose a new underdetermined DOA estimation 
method with coprime array where the non-consecutive 
virtual array can be converted into a virtual uniform linear 
array (ULA) with the same aperture. Firstly, all elements 
in the vectorized signal covariance matrix corresponding 
to the same virtual array positions are averaged to 
construct the output signals of the virtual array. Then, 
an atomic norm minimization (ANM) based optimization 
problem is formed for denoising the output signals of the 
virtual array and for interpolating the missing signals at 
the virtual array holes. At last, the ANM problem is solved 
by the semidefinite programming (SDP) and the DOAs are 
obtained by applying the subspace method on the recon-
structed signal covariance matrix of the interpolated vir-
tual ULA. The proposed algorithm is gridless and makes 
full use of the DOF and the information provided by the 
coprime array. The simulation results compared with the 
other representative methods are given to demonstrate the 
superiority of the proposed method with respect to the 
resolution and estimation accuracy. 
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1. Introduction 
Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation which is the 

technology utilizing multi-antenna array to estimate the 
DOAs of the waves is widely applied in military and civil 
fields, such as radar, electronic countermeasures, seismic 

exploration, and communication [1]. The ULA has been 
widely used due to its simple array configuration [2]. How-
ever, too much redundancy exists in the covariance domain 
of ULA. To reduce the redundancy of ULA and to provide 
possibility for resolving more signals than sensors, some 
sparse arrays are proposed. The minimum redundancy 
array (MRA) [3] and minimum hole array (MHA) [4] are 
the old ones. However, they do not have a systematic array 
structures and they need to be determined by exhaustive 
tests. In contrast, the newly proposed coprime array [5] and 
the nested array [6] have a closed-form expression for the 
array configuration. Among them, the coprime array re-
ceives more attention since it is less affected by the mutual 
coupling. 

Coprime array, as a kind of sparse array, can provide 
2( )M  DOFs only using M physical elements. However, 

the coprime array is a partially augmentable array [7], 
which means the virtual array derived from coprime array 
is non-consecutive. This leads to the fact that the ULA-
based methods cannot be directly applied to the coprime 
array. In order to use the ULA-based methods, a common 
practice is to only employ the longest consecutive subarray 
of virtual array for DOA estimation [8]. The drawbacks of 
this method are the information loss and the underutiliza-
tion of DOF. Although the low rank matrix denoising algo-
rithm in [9] uses the low rank property of the covariance 
matrix to reduce the DOA estimation error caused by noise, 
it still has not made full use of the DOF. 

For this problem, compressed sensing [10], [11] pro-
vides a new solution since this kind of methods can 
theoretically deal with arbitrary array. The least absolute 
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) based algorithm 
in [12] is an example. Unfortunately, another problem 
called basis mismatch arises [13]. Since the sparse diction-
ary in compressed sensing is discrete, the estimated DOAs 
can only be located at the pre-defined grids. In fact, the 
true DOAs cannot be exactly on grids. In order to solve 
this problem, the off-grid method is proposed [14]. Never-
theless, the basis mismatch problem has not been fully 
solved until the gridless methods were proposed. 
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The gridless methods in [15][22] can estimate pa-
rameters without setting grid points in advance. For the 
coprime array application, a nuclear norm minimization-
based method was proposed in [21]. The missing signals in 
virtual array are interpolated by the concept of matrix com-
pletion. However, there is no denoising operation in this 
method. The virtual array interpolation-based method is 
also proposed in [22], which makes full use of the DOF. 
Nevertheless, this method has not fully utilized the signal 
information due to discarding some elements in covariance 
matrix and this method forms an optimization problem in 
the pattern of multiple measurement vectors [23], leading 
to high computational complexity. 

In this paper, we propose a new underdetermined 
DOA estimation method with coprime array. Through 
interpolating the non-consecutive virtual array to virtual 
ULA, we can make full use of the DOF. Through averag-
ing all elements in the vectorized signal covariance matrix 
corresponding to the same virtual array positions, we uti-
lize all the signal information successfully. The interpola-
tion operation is performed by forming and solving 
an ANM based problem where the denoising operation is 
also involved. Since ANM belongs to the gridless com-
pressed sensing, the basis mismatch effect is avoided in 
this method. The ANM problem is solved by SDP and the 
DOAs are obtained by applying the subspace method on 
the reconstructed signal covariance matrix of the interpo-
lated virtual ULA. Simulation results demonstrate the supe-
riority of the proposed method in terms of resolution and 
estimation accuracy. 

The rest paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-
visits coprime signal model. Section 3 presents the pro-
posed method that contains the details of processing. The 
numerical simulation results are given in Sec. 4. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes this paper. 

Notations:  denotes the set of complex number. 
()T, ()* and ()H denote the transpose, conjugate, and 
conjugate transpose, respectively. 

2
 represents the 2  

norm.   stands for the Kronecker product.   is the 
wavelength of the signal.  denotes the DOF of the array. 
The notation Ε[ ]  represents the statistical expectation. 
vec( )  represents the vectorizing operator. Tr()denotes the 
trace of the matrix.   denotes the cardinality of a set . 

2. Coprime Signal Model 
For the coprime array, there are several types of 

configurations [24]. In this paper, we choose the so called 
extended coprime array proposed in [8] for example and 
the method proposed in this paper is also applicable for 
other types of coprime array. The extended coprime array 
is composed of a pair of ULAs. In the case of M < N, one 
subarray consists of 2M  sensors spaced Nd apart and the 
position of the array elements can be expressed as 1d , 
where 1 { ,0 2 1}mN m M     and d is a half-wavelength 

0 Nd 2Nd (2M-1)Nd

0 2MdMd (N-1)Md

. . ..

. . ..

 
Fig. 1.  The extended coprime array configuration. 

i.e., 2d   . The other one consists of N sensors spaced 
Md apart and the position of the array elements can be 
expressed as 2d , where 2 ,0 1nM n N     . Here, 
M and N satisfy the coprime condition. The coprime array 
 is formed by overlapping the first array element of the 
two subarrays, as showed in Fig. 1. Thus, this coprime 
array consists of 2 1N M   sensors in total and its DOF 
can be up to  3MN M N MN      [21]. 

Supposed that there are K far-field narrow-band plane 
wave signals with DOA T

1 2= [ , , , ]Kθ θ θθ   impinging at 
the coprime array , and then the output signal of this array 
at time t is 

            
=1

K

k k
k

t θ t t t t   x a s n As n  (1) 

where ( 2 1)
1 2( ) ( ) ( ) N+ M - K

Kθ , θ , , θ   A a a a   stands for 
the manifold matrix of the coprime array. 

T
1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]Kt t , t , , t s s s s  denotes the signal waveform 

vector and T
1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Kt t , t , , t  n n n n  denotes the 

additive white Gaussian noise component which is 
independent with the incident signal waveform vector. 

( )kθa  represents the steering vector of the thk  source, 
which can be expressed as 

      T
2 2 11,exp( j cos ),...,exp( j cos )k k N M kθ u θ u θ       a

(2) 
where =2 /d    and j 1   is the imaginary unit. ku  
denotes the position of the thk  physics sensor with 1 0u  . 

3. The Proposed DOA Estimation 
Algorithm 

3.1 The Formation of Virtual Array and Its 
Output Signal 

The output signal covariance matrix can be expressed 
as 

    Η H Η 2E = E nt t       xR x x A SS A I  (3) 

where H  SR SS  denotes the covariance matrix of 
sources and it is a diagonal matrix. 2

n  denotes the power 
of noise. I  stands for the ( ) (2 2 )1 1N M N M      
identity matrix. In practice, the covariance matrix of the 
output signal is calculated by the following formula
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Fig. 2.  Illustration of coprime array with M = 3 and N = 5: (a) Extended coprime array configuration; (b) Virtual array derived from this 
coprime array; (c) Interpolated virtual ULA. 

 

    H

=1

1ˆ
T

t

t t
T

 xR x x  (4) 

where T denotes the number of snapshots. When T in-
creases infinitely, the estimated ˆ

xR  infinitely approximates 
the true xR . 

The output signals of the virtual array can be 
constructed from the second order statistics of received 
signal. Vectorizing the covariance matrix, we have 

     2

1

ˆvec
K

k k n
k=

θ p  xy R v i  (5) 

where ( ) ( ) ( )*
k k kθ θ θ v a a , kp  denotes the power of 

the thk source and vec( )i I . The position of the virtual 
array is d  and 

  0,1 2 1m nu u | m,n = ,...,N M     (6) 

where 3MN M N   . Since the coprime array is 

a partially augmentable array, the virtual array derived 
from coprime array has several missing elements that are 
referred to as the holes. For the sake of intuition, we give 
an example of extended coprime array with M = 3 and 
N = 5 in Fig. 2. Obviously, the virtual array shown in 
Fig. 2(b) is non-consecutive. The dotted circles in Fig. 2(c) 
indicate the positions of the holes which are at {18, 21, 
23, 24}. Figure 2(c) is called the interpolated virtual 
array which will be used in the following. 

By averaging the elements in y corresponding to the 
same positions in  , output signals of the virtual array y  

can be obtained as 

 2
n y Vp 1  (7) 

where KV   denotes the virtual array manifold 
matrix. p  is the signal power vector and 1  is a vector that 
only the middle entry is 1 and the others are 0. Here, by the 
averaging operation, the whole signal information provided 
by coprime array can be fully utilized. 

Since the virtual array derived from coprime array has 
some holes, the virtual signals at the holes actually do not 
exist. However, we can assume there are imaginary ele-

ments at the holes and the output signals of the imaginary 
elements can be interpolated later. Combined with the 
imaginary elements, the non-consecutive virtual array will 
be a virtual ULA with sensors positions at d  where   
is the interpolated consecutive version of  , just like the 
array in Fig. 2(c) and 4 2 1MN N   . So, in this 
way, we can employ all the DOF provided by the coprime 
array. By initializing the signals of the imaginary elements 
to zero, we can form the output signals of the virtual ULA 
as 

 
0

i
i

, i

i

 
   

y
z




 



 
 (8) 

where 
i

  represents the signal of the array element at 

position id . 

3.2 Interpolating and Denoising Signals of 
Virtual ULA Based on ANM 

The concept of atomic norm and many common 
sparse norms such as 1  norm, 2  norm, and the nuclear 
norm of matrices are introduced in [25]. An atom for 
representing z can be defined as 

    0 ,180k kθ ,θ    v . (9) 

The atomic norm of the interpolated output signal z  

is defined as the smallest number of atoms in  that can 

express z  

  
 

  
inf 0 conv

inf : , 0, 0 ,180k k k k k
k k

t t

p p θ p θ  

   
      
 

z z

z v




 (10) 

where inf denotes the infimum. Therefore, the optimal z*  
can be obtained by solving the following ANM problem 

 
20 2

2
min , . .s t  
z
z z z
 Ω Ω  (11) 

where 2 denotes the upper limit of noise variance. Ω 
represents the elements positions of non-consecutive 
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virtual array. For example, Ω can be expressed as a set of 
array element positions in Fig. 2(b), i.e. Ω = {0,  
}. 0 z yΩ . Then atomic norm 
z


 can be converted into the following semidefinite 
programming (SDP) (The proof can be found in [26]). 

     
H1 1

inf Tr T 0
T2 2

t
t

       
   

z
z u

z u


 (12) 

where  T u     denotes a Hermitian Toeplitz matrix 
with vector u   as its first column. Therefore, the 
atomic norm z


 can be calculated by the following 

formula 

     
H

,
min Tr T , . . 0w s t

T

 
  

 z u

w z
u

z u
 (13) 

where w t   and t  is a turning parameter. It follows 
from (13) that the formula (11) can be cast as the following 
SDP problem 

    
H

20 2

2,
min Tr T , . . 0,w s t

T


 
    

 
Ω Ωz u

w z
u z z

z u
. 

 (14) 
According to the Lagrangian analysis, the dual 

problem of the (14) can be expressed as the following form 
(The proof is given in the Appendix A [27].) 

 
 

 

0 H

2,
H

*

min ,

1
. . 0, 0,T 0

e

s t

 

      
 

Ω Ω Ω

Ω

v W
v z v

v
v W I

v W

 (15) 

where   is the regularization parameter, ( )e   indicates 
taking the real value and T ( )*   denotes the adjoint operator 
of T( ) . By using standard solver SDPT3 [28], the dual 
problem (15) can be solved more efficiently than the 
primal problem (14). According to the duality, the 
Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the first constraint of 
(15) is exactly the matrix in the first constraint of (14) 
which contains z. So, after the formula (15) is solved, the 
interpolated output signal z* can also be obtained. 

3.3 Covariance Matrix Reconstruction for 
DOA Estimation 

Since the interpolated output signal z* is a rank-1 
signal, this problem is equivalent to the DOA estimation of 
coherent signal or single snapshot. Although spatial 
smoothing operation is capable of removing the coherence 
of the signal, we choose a more efficient method proposed 
in [29] to reconstruct the rank-K signal covariance matrix. 
Setting 1 / 2L     , we can reconstruct the covariance 
matrix Rv  as 

 

1 1

1 2

2 1 2 2

L L

L L

L L L





 

 
 
 
 
 
 

z z z

z z z
Rv

z z z

* * *

* * *

* * *




   


. (16) 

After the signal covariance matrix is reconstructed, 
the DOAs can be obtained by the subspace method such as 
the MUSIC [8], [29], [30], the ESPRIT [31][33], and the 
root-MUSIC [34], [35]. Here, we describe the MUSIC 
spectrum as following formula 

 
   MUSIC H H

s N N s

1
P θ

θ θ
  

a U U a
 (17) 

where as
H(θ) is the steering vector of sub virtual ULA from 

the position of 0 to Ld. UN is the noise subspace. The 
DOAs are found by searching the locations of the K largest 
peaks of the spectrum. 

The proposed algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. 
The advantages of this method are summarized as follows. 
Firstly, the non-consecutive virtual array is interpolated to 
the virtual ULA, so we make full use of the DOF. Sec-
ondly, by averaging all elements in the vectorized signal 
covariance matrix corresponding to the same virtual array 
positions, we utilized all the signal information. Further-
more, in this optimization procedure, the denoising opera-
tion is involved, which increases the accuracy of the esti-
mation. At last, the gridless ANM based optimization 
method avoids the basis mismatch problem. 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithm 1 Virtual Array Interpolation-Based 
Underdetermined DOA Estimation via Atomic Norm 
Minimization 

1.  Input: Extended coprime array received signal 
{ ( )}T

tt x  and the number of sources K. 

2.  Output: ˆ
kθ , k=1, 2, …, K. 

3.  Calculate the covariance matrix ˆ
xR and construct the 

output signal y  corresponding to the non-
consecutive virtual array . 

4.  Initialize the interpolated output signal z via (8). 

5.  Restore the interpolated output signal z* with respect 
to interpolated virtual ULA   via (15). 

6.  Reconstruct the signal covariance matrix vR of the 
interpolated virtual ULA via (16). 

7.  Estimate the spatial spectrum by using MUSIC 
algorithm in (17) to get the DOA estimation. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

Fig. 3.  The spatial spectrum of these algorithms. The number of sources is 21. The vertical dashed lines denote the actual DOA of the sources: 
(a) LASSO algorithm; (b) NNM algorithm; (c) CA-VAI algorithm; (d) Proposed algorithm. 

 

4. Numerical Experiments 
An extended coprime array with M = 3, N = 5 is 

adopted, which yields a total number of 2 1 10N M    
physical sensors located at {0, 3d, 5d, 6d, 9d, 10d, 12d, 
15d, 20d, 25d}, where d is half wavelength. The proposed 
method is compared with several representative algorithms, 
namely the spatial smoothing method (SS-MUSIC) in [8], 
the low rank matrix denoising (LRD) in [9], the least abso-
lute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) in [12] the 
nuclear norm minimization (NNM) in [21], and the virtual 
array interpolation-based (CA-VAI) in [22]. The regular-
ization parameters for LASSO algorithm, LRD algorithm, 
CA-VAI algorithm, and the proposed algorithm are set as 
1.5, 10, 0.25, and 1, respectively. The convex optimization 
problems in the above algorithms are all solved by the 
CVX package using MATLAB software [36]. 

4.1 Achievable DOF 

In this section, we compare the achievable DOF of 
the proposed method with other algorithms. Supposed 
there are 21 uncorrelated sources whose cosine values of 
the source angle are uniformly distributed from –0.9 to 0.9. 
As SS-MUSIC and LRD cannot handle so many sources, 
we only choose LASSO, NNM, and CA-VAI. The SNR 
and the number of snapshots are set as 10 dB and 400, 

respectively. The grid interval of LASSO algorithm is set 
as Δθ = 0.2°. It is showed in Fig. 3 that each algorithm can 
achieve effective resolution of 21 sources only using 10 
physical array elements. We take 1000 Monte Carlo trials 
and measure their recovery accuracy with the root-mean-
squared error (RMSE) and represent it under each sub-
graph. The RMSE is defined as follows 

   2

1 1

1 ˆRMSE
QK

k k
k q

θ q θ
KQ  

   (18) 

where ˆ ( )kθ q  is the DOA estimation in the thq  Monte-
Carlo trial. Q denotes the total number of Monte-Carlo 
trials. We can see that the RMSE of the proposed algorithm 
is the smallest as shown in Fig. 3. This is because that 
LASSO can only estimate the DOA on predefined grid 
points, increasing the estimation error. Although NNM 
based on matrix completion can get the DOA, the signal 
has not been denoised, and the limited number of snapshots 
can affect the accuracy of matrix completion, resulting in 
an affect the accuracy of matrix completion, resulting in a 
large estimation error. CA-VAI and the proposed method 
both use an interpolation-based approach, but the CA-VAI 
has not fully utilized all the information provided by the 
covariance matrix. In contrast, the proposed method makes 
full use of the information provided by the signal and 
improves the estimation accuracy. 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig. 4.  RMSE performance comparison in each algorithm: (a) RMSE versus the number of snapshots with SNR = 20 dB. (b) RMSE versus 
SNR with the number of snapshots T=500. 

 
 (a) (b) (c) 

 
 (d) (e) (f) 

Fig. 5.  DOA Resolution comparison of different algorithms. T = 400 and SNR = 10 dB. The vertical dashed lines denote the actual DOA of 
sources: (a) SS-MUSIC algorithm; (b) LRD algorithm; (c) LASSO algorithm; (d) NNM algorithm; (f) CA-VAI algorithm; (f) Proposed 
algorithm. 

 
4.2 Estimation Performance Analysis 

In this section, we set the number of sources as 12. 
The sources are uniformly spaced from 25° to 155° and 
each DOA is added with a random jitter which follows the 
uniform distribution in [1°0.1°to reduce the impact of 
basis mismatch effect. The grid interval of LASSO algo-
rithm is set as Δθ = 0.1°. 1000 Monte Carlo trials are run. 
The Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) [37] is also given as the 
reference.  

The results of RMSE versus the number of snapshots 
is shown in Fig. 4(a), where the SNR is 20 dB. It can be 

seen that the trend of the RMSE curves of various algo-
rithms is consistent with the trend of the CRB curve. As for 
LASSO, it generates spurious peaks in the spectrum, lead-
ing to the fluctuation tendency of the curve. SS-MUSIC 
and LRD only use a part of array elements, leading to 
a relatively large RMSE. NNM is a method using all DOF, 
which makes its performance better than former two algo-
rithms. CA-VAI achieves lower RMSE than NNM due to 
the involved denoising operation. The performance of the 
proposed algorithm outperforms significantly than other 
algorithms. Also, when the number of snapshots is greater 
than 100, the RMSE value of the proposed algorithm be-
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gins to decrease, indicating the performance threshold is 
obviously lower than other algorithms. A similar perfor-
mance comparison is given by the simulation of the RMSE 
versus SNR for each algorithm in Fig. 4(b) with the num-
ber of snapshots T = 500. Again, the results are similar to 
Fig. 4(a) and the proposed method outperforms others 
under all value of SNR. 

4.3 Resolution 

In this section, we are comparing the resolution per-
formance of the proposed algorithm with other five algo-
rithms. Two sources located at 89.55° and 90.55°are con-
sidered with the number of snapshots T = 400 and 
SNR = 10 dBThe results are given in Fig. 5. It is showed 
that the SS-MUSIC algorithm is not able to resolve the 
sources and the resolution of LRD is very poor. This is 
because they only use partial array elements of the virtual 
array. LASSO can resolve the two sources, but the peak 
location is not accurate, which is because it is an on-grid 
estimator. The remaining three algorithms are gridless 
method and they all exhibit accurate peaks. However, 
among them, we find the peaks of the proposed method are 
the sharpest, indicating the best resolution performance. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a new underdetermined 

DOA estimation method for the coprime array application. 
This algorithm makes full use of the array DOF. Through 
averaging all elements in the vectorized signal covariance 
matrix corresponding to the same virtual array positions, 
this algorithm also makes full use of the signal information. 
The optimization problem in this method is formed and 
solved under the framework of ANM, indicating it is 
a gridless method. Simulation results have shown the supe-
riority of the proposed method in terms of resolution and 
estimation accuracy. Furthermore, this method can also be 
easily extended to ULA, MRA, nested array and other 
sparse arrays. Future works are to consider the scenarios of 
correlated and coherent signals and to perform DOA esti-
mation with unknown number of sources. 
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Appendix A 

Let 
H

0
s    

v
Λ

v W
. The Lagrangian function of 

(14) is given as follows 
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Ω
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 (A1) 

where   denotes the complementary set of Ω . 
Minimizing   with respects to  w u z  gives the dual 

objective which equals 
2

20 H 1 22 ( )e z v  
    Ωv  if 

( ) 0  W Ι , 1s  , and 0v
Ω , otherwise  , where 

*( )   denotes the adjoint operator of  . Noting 
2

2
( ) 0 vΩ , i.e.

2

21 2

2
2    v vΩ Ω , so we 

obtain the dual problem (15) as the following form 
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2,
H
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1
s. t. 0, 0,T 0.
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Ω
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 (A2) 
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